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STEVENSON CAPE TOWN is pleased to present 1994, a new series of photographs by Pieter Hugo. This is his 

sixth solo show with the gallery.  

 

1994 comprises portraits of children born after 1994 in two countries, South Africa and Rwanda. Major historical 

events took place in both these countries in 1994, and this series depicts a generation of children growing up in 

a post-revolutionary era, when the possibility of change was definite while its realisation remains uncertain.  

 

Describing this body of work, Hugo says: 

 

I happened to start the work in Rwanda but I’ve been thinking about the year 1994 in relation to both 

countries over a period of 10 or 20 years. I noticed how the kids, particularly in South Africa, don’t 

carry the same historical baggage as their parents. I find their engagement with the world to be very 

refreshing in that they are not burdened by the past, but at the same time you witness them growing 

up with these liberation narratives that are in some ways fabrications. It’s like you know something 

they don’t know about the potential failure or shortcomings of these narratives … 

 

Most of the images were taken in villages around Rwanda and South Africa. There’s a thin line 

between nature being seen as idyllic and as a place where terrible things happen – permeated by 

genocide, a constantly contested space. Seen as a metaphor, it’s as if the further you leave the city 

and its systems of control, the more primal things become. At times the children appear conservative, 

existing in an orderly world; at other times there’s something feral about them, as in Lord of the Flies, 

a place devoid of rules. This is most noticeable in the Rwanda images where clothes donated from 

Europe, with particular cultural significations, are transposed into a completely different context. 

 

Being a parent myself has shifted my way of looking at kids dramatically, so there is the challenge of 

photographing children unsentimentally. The act of photographing a child is so different – and in many 

ways more difficult – to making a portrait of an adult. The normal power dynamics between 

photographer and subject are subtly shifted. I searched for children who seemed already to have fully 

formed personalities. There is an honesty and a forthrightness which cannot otherwise be evoked. 

 

For Hugo, 1994 is a tableau that raises questions around history and post-conflict narratives as well as the 

portrayal of children in fractured and transitional times. He resists drawing conclusions, stating in a recent 

interview with Richard McClure: ‘There are always opposites present.’ 

 

 



 

 

 

Artist biography 

Pieter Hugo (born 1976 in Johannesburg) is a photographic artist living in Cape Town. Major museum solo 

exhibitions have taken place at The Hague Museum of Photography, Musée de l'Elysée in Lausanne, Ludwig 

Museum in Budapest, Fotografiska in Stockholm and MAXXI in Rome among others. Hugo has participated in 

numerous group exhibitions at institutions including Tate Modern, the Folkwang Museum, and the São Paulo 

Biennale. His work is represented in prominent public and private collections, among them the Museum of 

Modern Art, Metropolitan Museum of Modern Art, J Paul Getty Museum, Walther Collection, and Huis Marseille. 

He has published several photobooks that have been received with critical acclaim. Hugo was shortlisted for the 

Deutsche Börse Photography Prize in 2012; in 2015 he was the 'In Focus' artist for the Taylor Wessing 

Photographic Portrait Prize at the National Portrait Gallery in London, and shortlisted for the sixth cycle of the 

Prix Pictet, themed Disorder. 

 

 

The exhibition opens on Thursday 2 June 2016, 6-8pm. 

 

Gallery hours are Monday to Friday, 9am to 5pm, and Saturday 10am to 1pm.  

 

For more information and hi-res images please contact sinazo@stevenson.info 

 

 


